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Thank you categorically much for downloading solar system for kids the sun and moon universe
for kids childrens astronomy space books.Most likely you have knowledge that, people have look
numerous period for their favorite books as soon as this solar system for kids the sun and moon
universe for kids childrens astronomy space books, but stop happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good ebook later a mug of coffee in the afternoon, otherwise they juggled
considering some harmful virus inside their computer. solar system for kids the sun and moon
universe for kids childrens astronomy space books is nearby in our digital library an online
entry to it is set as public consequently you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in
multipart countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency times to download any of our
books with this one. Merely said, the solar system for kids the sun and moon universe for kids
childrens astronomy space books is universally compatible bearing in mind any devices to read.
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Solar System - Sarah Cruddas 2016-07
Explore the far edges of space with an out-ofthis-world lift-the-flap book! Packed with
stunning illustrations and fascinating facts about
the planets, stars, comets and satellites that
surround us. Lift the flaps on every page to
discover more about our neighbours in the
amazing Solar System.
Solar System for Kids - Baby 2015-10-31
What and how big is the solar system? Allow
your child to find out the answers to these
questions though the use of this very interactive
and informative book. In the following pages,
you will find pictures that come complete with
colors and as few texts as possible just to
encourage reading. Buy a copy of this book
today!
What's Out There? Discovering the Solar
System | Stars, Sun, Moon and Planets |
Astronomy Book for Beginners Junior
Scholars Edition | Children's Astronomy
Books - Baby Professor 2019-04-15

Study the stars, moon, sun and planets in this
astronomy ebook for beginners. Basic knowledge
on astronomy will provide an excellent
foundation to the understanding of how life
survives on Earth. At the end of this book, your
child should be able to identify the key
ingredients that make planets livable. Grab a
copy today.
Discover Our Solar System - Colin Stuart
2019-04
Readers find out how our solar system came into
existence, and study the history and future of
space exploration.
Hello, World! Kids' Guides: Exploring the
Solar System - Jill McDonald 2022-08-02
The best-selling Hello, World! board book series
expands into picture books, for Hello, World!
kids who are ready for the next step. Kids who
enjoy looking up at space and dreaming of
exploring the solar system will love this lively,
fact-filled, illustrated tour of our galaxy, with
engaging information on every page: •
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Fascinating details about each of the planets,
including up-to-date information such as NASA's
Perseverance rover and Ingenuity
helicopter—accompanied by bright illustrations.
• Statistics about each planet, with information
about the planet's size, distance from the sun,
length of days and years, and more. • A helpful
chart that shows each planet's place in the solar
system. • A question that asks the reader to
think about the planets in relation to themselves,
such as "Would you like to live on a planet with a
long winter or a short winter?" and "What would
you bring on your Mars rover?" Hello, World!
readers who have moved up to picture books and
any kids who love science and space will find
many captivating hours of learning and
inspiration in the launch of this exciting new
series.
Our Solar System (Sun, Moons & Planets) :
Second Grade Science Series - Baby Professor
2015-12-20
Yes, science can be made fun and easy! This

book features the solar system in all its glory.
You can see pictures of the planets and the
galaxy in full color. The layout is definitely going
to amaze and delight a child. As a result,
learning becomes highly entertaining. Grab a
copy today!
Solar System, The - Colleen Sexton 2012-08-01
The solar system is made up of planets, moons,
asteroids, comets, meteoroids, and more. Young
readers will learn about the bodies that make up
the solar system and how they interact with each
other.
Out of this World Truths about the Solar System
Astronomy 5th Grade | Astronomy & Space
Science - Baby Professor 2017-02-15
A 5th grader needs as much as “reinforcements”
when it comes to studies. It is best if you can
complement the official textbooks with
refreshing resources but you don't want to
overdo it. You want your child to stay focused
but the same time, still interested in studying.
That’s why you should choose the educational
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resources you buy carefully. Choose this book
today.
Uranus - Baby 2019-08
Why is Uranus the "Blue-Green Planet"? Well,
this book provides an explanation. It is littered
with information that pertains to the
composition, size and characteristics of Uranus
as a planet. Fill your bookshelves with wonderful
reading materials that expertly combine text and
visual designs. Grab a copy today.
I Am the Solar System - Rebecca McDonald
2020-11
The Solar System is an incredible neighborhood
centered around one very important star called
the Sun. Discover the many amazing objects that
call the Solar System home! In this simple Solar
System book for kindergarten and first grade,
kids are introduced to basic space concepts that
are made easy to follow and remember. Starting
at the Sun and working outward through the
planets and belts, children will discover space
objects and follow the flow of the solar wind,

taking a fun and informative tour of the Solar
System. Both boys and girls ages 5-8 will love
the bright, colorful images of the planets and
objects brought to life as characters, making
learning more enjoyable and engaging. Kids will
enjoy learning facts with the imaginatively
illustrated Sun and planets that help build a love
of learning while simultaneously presenting
educational and scientific facts. Large print and
easy to follow information tell all about the solar
system for kids at preschool level learning.
Travel the Solar System in an imaginary
spaceship that tours the planets, and both belts,
all the way to where the Solar System ends, and
interstellar space begins. How many planets are
in the Solar System? What type of planets are
they? What happens to the solar wind? Have any
spacecraft made it out of the Solar System?
Where does the Solar System end? Find the
answer to these questions and many more. I Am
the Solar System is an excellent book for
preschoolers, kindergarteners, and first graders
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just beginning to understand the basic concepts
of the Solar System they are part of.I Am the
Solar System, along with the numerous other
books in the I Am series are a great addition to
the Montessori method of teaching. The I Am
series is geared toward scientific learning and
independent thought. An excellent companion
for Montessori classroom activities and as a
stand alone read aloud.
The Solar System - Delano Lopez 2019-06-09
Look up! That's a lot of space out there! In The
Solar System: Out of This World with Science
Activities for Kids, young readers explore the
comets, meteors, asteroids, sun, planets, and
moons that make up our solar system. Hands-on
science projects, essential questions, links to
primary sources, and more get kids excited
about learning what's deep in the sky.
The Planets & Our Solar System Book For Kids Maria Yiangou 2021-04-22
Learn about the eight planets and the Solar
System through fun facts and adorable

illustrations. Each planet is depicted as a fun
character which reveals interesting space facts
about itself. An educational picture book ideal
for young children who want to learn about the
planets and space. The ideal learning book for
toddlers, children in preschool, kindergarten or
a higher grade, for ages 2 through to 7.
Solar System for Kids - Hilary Statum
2020-05-26
Take a guided tour of the galaxy--blast off with
the Junior Explorer series Space is limitless--just
like your imagination! Get ready to take an
amazing journey to the stars. Solar System for
Kids is filled with fascinating facts, photographs,
and illustrations that'll excite your mind and
charge your curiosity. Among solar system books
for kids 6-8, this one teaches you about the birth
of the universe and how scientists believe
galaxies, stars, and planets came into being.
Explore the sun, planets, dwarf planets, moons,
and the asteroid belt in one of the most
engaging solar system books for kids. This
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standout among solar system books for kids
offers tips for spotting constellations, planets,
comets, and more--from your backyard. From
navigating the night sky to learning about
objects billions of miles away, this book answers
curious kids' big questions about the universe.
Strap in, Junior Explorer. 3, 2, 1... blastoff! One
of the most outstanding solar system books for
kids includes: Universally easy--Explore the
whole universe with in-depth and easy-to-follow
information. Deep space knowledge--From dark
matter and black holes to eclipses and moon
landings, one of the coolest solar system books
for kids explores every aspect curious kids want
to know. Bonus material--Discover even more
fun information by using the extensive glossary,
sidebars, and in-book activities. If you've been
searching for solar system books for kids, look
no further--this one has you covered.
I Am the Sun - James McDonald 2019-06-09
The Sun warms our days and brings light to the
dark. Let's find out about the Sun, and why it's

so important to life on Earth.There are many
stars in the night sky, but only one that we've
found so far that supports a planet filled with
life, that's our star, the Sun! I Am the Sun
introduces kids to the basic concepts of Space
and Earth science while also teaching how
important the Sun is to our very existence here
on Earth. From the air we breathe to the
everchanging weather, the Sun is a source of life
for all of us.Young children will learn about basic
concepts of astronomy, how the sun got its start
in space, and how it's the glue that holds the
solar system together. I Am the Sun is a great
beginning science book for kids. Images are big
and bright for kids ages 3-8. The concepts are
basic and geared for preschool through second
grade learners.
Sunny and the Solar System - 2016-11-01
Sunny and the Solar System introduces children
aged 0-10 to our solar system, their emotions
and the environment. Its role is to introduce and
engage children enough to ask their parents or
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teachers questions of which they can either
answer or research with the child or children at
a later stage. This creates a stronger bond
between the reader and the listener as well as
being educational.Sunny will use simple, moral
stories and dialogue as well as appealing
pictures, to entice a child's interest in the
aforementioned topics.This is the first book
called "Sunny and the Solar System" and it is an
introduction to all the planets, the sun and the
moon. Then the books after this will focus on
each characters story.I would like to say that
Sunny and the Solar System is both Universal
and Infinite.You can also like Sunny on
Facebook: @SunnyAndTheSolarSystem
DKfindout! Solar System - DK 2016-09-06
Part of an award-winning book series for
children, this is the ultimate guide to our
magnificent solar system and the astronauts who
explore it. An entertaining, educational
adventure for young readers. Engage the senses
through vivid deep-space photography, cutaways

and illustrations, quiz questions, and quirky fun
facts. It’s the perfect book for any kid who can’t
get enough of outer space! Supporting STEMbased learning, this fact-filled book for kids is
perfect for ages 6–9 and contains key curriculum
information. Although, age is but a number,
don't let our recommendations put you off
enjoying this absolute masterpiece of
extraordinary astronomy! This kids educational
book is so much more than just another book
about space. It allows children to discover the
mysteries of asteroids hurtling through space,
comets lighting up the sky, and the biggest star
in our glorious solar system, the Sun. It also
explores the steps we’ve taken to study outer
space, like launching the International Space
Station. Not to mention the exquisite
photographs of nearby planets, stars, and
astronomical bodies and stunning details on
each of Earth’s neighboring planets, including
fascinating facts about their moons, mineral
makeup, and more. While it's packed with a lot
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of information, it is presented in a way that can
be read in snippets that are appropriate to any
level of understanding and you can return to it
over and over again to enjoy the majestic beast
that is outer space in more detail. Vetted by
educational consultants, the DKfindout! series
drives kids ages 6–9 to become experts on more
than 30 of their favorite STEM- and historyrelated subjects. Find out Amazing Facts About
Our Solar System! What is the weather like on
Jupiter? Which planet is the hottest? What are
Saturn’s remarkable rings made of? How long
would it take to get to Pluto? Find out the
answers to these questions and more in
DKfindout! Solar System. This incredible book is
packed with surprising facts and amazing
pictures that are simply put, out of this world!
From comets to craters, this book captures the
beauty of our celestial system as best as one can
without going into space itself. Explore the
world of astronomy and travel our solar system
as we know it today: -Explore Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn and Pluto -Learn about Space rocks, ice
giants, and an asteroid belt -Adventure through
space ages, meet alien hunters and go beyond
the solar system! Dkfindout! Solar System is one
title in the Dkfindout! series of educational
books for kids, and Silver award winner in the
MadeForMums Awards 2017 children's books
series category. Kids around the world are
obsessed with this gorgeous collection, so much
so that a range of massive DKfindout! posters for
bedroom walls are sold separately. Add to your
collection and nurture your little one's interest
in the world. Other titles include DKfindout!
Birds, Castles, Climate Change, Pirates, Coding,
Ancient Egypt, Engineering, Reptiles and a
whole lot more!
Star of the Party: The Solar System
Celebrates! - Jan Carr 2022-03-01
Help throw Sun a birthday celebration in this
hilarious picture book complete with nonfiction
facts. Great for readers of Moonshot and for the
budding astronomer in your life. The planets are
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throwing Sun a birthday party! Mercury wants
to thank Sun for how close they are. (Being the
closest planet has its perks.) Earth enjoys Sun's
warmth. And all the planets want to celebrate
Sun's magnetic personality. But party planning
takes work. Do they even have room for all of
Jupiter's moon? Don't space out. It's time for this
star-studded event! Blast off with Jan Carr and
Pura Belpre Award-winning illustrator Juana
Medina's quick-witted and fact-filled picture
book about the solar system and all of its
(inter)stellar inhabitants.
Exploring The Solar System - Amanda
Doering Tourville 2010-08-01
Learn About How Physics, Math, And Science
Work Together To Help Us Understand Our
Solar System And Beyond.
Solar System - Bold Kids 2022-02-20
If you want to teach your kids about space, you
might want to read the following facts about the
Solar System. The solar system is composed of
trillions of stars. Some of these star systems are

believed to be home to life. Here are some of the
most fascinating facts about the Solar System.
Hopefully, this book has helped to spark your
child's interest in space! Here are some fun facts
about our own planets. The planets in our solar
system are made of solid matter. The gas giants
do not have solid surfaces. The asteroid belt lies
between Mars and Jupiter. These pieces of rock
and dust make up the asteroid belt. Some are
small enough to fit in a grain of sand, while
others are so huge they have their own moons.
Learning about the planets will make them more
interested in space. The Sun is the star at the
center of our solar system. It is composed of hot
gas, providing abundant light and heat. The
Earth orbits the moon. There are also eight
planets in our solar system. The smallest is
Mercury, and the largest is Jupiter. The planets
rotate on their axis as they move around the
Sun. One rotation of our planet is equal to a
revolution of the Earth. This means that the
earth would have to travel 450 years to travel
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the same distance as Usain Bolt.
Space Exploration for Kids - Bruce Betts
2022-05-24
Explore deep space and beyond Get ready to
take a thrilling journey to the farthest reaches of
the universe. Space Exploration for Kids is
loaded with out-of-this-world facts and eyepopping photographs that give you an inside
look into the daily lives of astronauts. From
learning the history of space exploration and
rockets to what life is like up there, this top
choice among space books for kids 6-9 will
inspire you to reach for the stars. Discover what
it takes to become an astronaut in this
informative selection in space books for kids 6-9.
Included are sections about training, how space
affects the human body, and the type of work
they conduct. Learn about different types of
crewed spacecraft, and find out how to design
your own rocket ship! Your first step toward a
rocket-fueled adventure begins right now. This
standout among space books for kids 6-9

includes: Reach for the stars--One of the most
engaging space books for kids 6-9 takes you
beyond the solar system and into deep space.
Astronaut 101--From astronaut training to living
in space, there's a special focus on astronauts
and space travel. Learn more!--A selection of
bonus materials like sidebars, fun activities, and
callouts make your learning experience even
more fun. Go beyond other space books for kids
6-9 with this informative book about the final
frontier.
Solar System Coloring Book for Kids - Pharaohs
Designers 2021-03-23
Our coloring book features outer space coloring
to explore all the planets in our solar system
through the unique designs that provides hours
of quality fun in the pages of this amazing
Coloring Book for kids. There are no rules in
coloring so a child is free to choose hues and mix
and match them too. Other benefits to coloring
include a sharper knowledge on the color wheel,
better handwriting, improved focus, stronger
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hand to eye coordination and creativity. The
most important thing while coloring, learning
about the solar system.
Collins Fascinating Facts - Space - 2016-06-02
Introduces children to the ever-popular topic of
space and the amazing worlds that make up our
solar system. Space is written in clear and easyto-follow language and packed with colourful
illustrations and photographs. Young children
can find out facts about the Sun, the planets,
asteroids and comets.Educational and
entertaining, and full of colourful photographs.
Supporting facts and quizzes.Part of the Collins
‘Fascinating facts' series of reference books for
young readers.
Solar System Coloring Book - Tulip Press
House 2020-12-09
Our Awesome Solar System Coloring Book is just
one of the most fun way for your kid with
coloring various types of Planet. Your kid will
really enjoy drawing and coloring these pictures
and have a wonderful pastime and effective

learning. Along with all the other advantages,
your kid would develop her motor skills,
stimulation, creativity, color awareness,
recognition, and focus. This coloring book makes
an excellent gift or present for any little child.
Amazing Features! 8.5'' x 11'' Size Book
Amazing Cover Design Single Sided Pages to
avoid bleeding. High Resolution Printing Makes
a Great Gift
Solar System Planets Coloring Book Pharaohs Designers 2021-03-16
Our coloring book features outer space coloring
to explore all the planets in our solar system
through the unique designs that provides hours
of quality fun in the pages of this amazing
Coloring Book for kids. There are no rules in
coloring so a child is free to choose hues and mix
and match them too. Other benefits to coloring
include a sharper knowledge on the color wheel,
better handwriting, improved focus, stronger
hand to eye coordination and creativity. The
most important thing while coloring, learning
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about the solar system.
Star of the Party: The Solar System
Celebrates! - Jan Carr 2021-04-27
Help throw Sun a birthday celebration in this
hilarious picture book complete with nonfiction
facts. Great for readers of Moonshot and for the
budding astronomer in your life. The planets are
throwing Sun a birthday party! Mercury wants
to thank Sun for how close they are. (Being the
closest planet has its perks.) Earth enjoys Sun's
warmth. And all the planets want to celebrate
Sun's magnetic personality. But party planning
takes work. Do they even have room for all of
Jupiter's moon? Don't space out. It's time for this
star-studded event! Blast off with Jan Carr and
Pura Belpre Award-winning illustrator Juana
Medina's quick-witted and fact-filled picture
book about the solar system and all of its
(inter)stellar inhabitants.
My First Book of Planets - Bruce Betts
2021-08-31
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system--a

fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the
smallest astronomer excited for the big universe
of space, from the bright and burning sun to our
own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every
planet in between. With this book, kids will
explore the entire solar system through
incredible photos and fascinating facts on what
makes each planet so special--like their size,
distance from the sun, what the surface is like,
how many moons they have, and more! This
planets for kids book includes: Big, beautiful
images―Vibrant photos will take kids deep into
space and onto each planet―no telescope
required. Astronomy for kids―Learn all about
the eight planets in our solar system, plus dwarf
planets Ceres, Pluto, Eris, Haumea, and
Makemake. Fun space facts―Did you know the
bubbles in soda are the same gas that's on
Venus? Out of this world facts will keep kids
glued to the page and excited to explore the sky.
Show kids the amazing universe that surrounds
them with this fun and engaging astronomy
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book.
The Solar System - Kenneth Walsh 2011-12-01
Introduces the solar system, discussing the sun,
planets, and orbits and rotation.
13 Planets - David A. Aguilar 2011
Profiles each of the planets in Earth's solar
system, including Pluto, Ceres, Eris, Haumea,
MakeMake, the sun, the Oort cloud, comets, and
more.
Hello, World! Solar System - Jill McDonald
2016-03-08
Learn from home and explore the world with
these fun and easy board books! Every young
child loves to look up at the moon in the night
sky. Here’s a Hello, World! board book that can
teach toddlers all about the sun, moon, stars,
and planets—with colors, shapes, sizes, and
super-simple facts. Hello, World! is a series
designed to introduce first nonfiction concepts
to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy
terms and featuring bright, cheerful
illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun

for young children. And each sturdy page offers
helpful prompts for engaging with your child.
(“Can you point to the red planet? That’s Mars!”)
It’s a perfect way to bring science and nature
into the busy world of a toddler, where learning
never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello,
World! series: • Solar System • Weather •
Backyard Bugs • Birds • Dinosaurs • My Body •
How Do Apples Grow? • Ocean Life • Moon
Landing • Pets • Arctic Animals • Construction
Site • Rainforest Animals • Planet Earth •
Reptiles • Cars and Trucks • Music • Baby
Animals • On the Farm • Garden Time • Planes
and Other Flying Machines • Rocks and
Minerals • Snow
I Am a Dinosaur - Rebecca McDonald
2019-02-06
I Am A Dinosaur is the perfect book for kids ages
3-7 who are fascinated with dinosaurs. Young
children will learn current scientific thought
about dinosaurs while also gaining a better
understanding of how these prehistoric giants fit
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into Earth Science. Colorful full-page pictures of
favorite dinosaurs like Ankylosaurus,
Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus rex and many, many
more will captivate toddlers. A sizing key will
help children understand how big each dinosaur
stands next to an average person, along with a
simple pronunciation guide for each of the
dinosaurs' names, created for grade levels
preschool through first grade. Even the biggest
of dinosaurs was once a baby. I Am A Dinosaur
tells the story of the different stages of life that
many dinosaur species lived, giving children an
understanding of how these prehistoric
creatures evolved and have taken their place in
the animal kingdom.Dinosaurs walked the Earth
millions of years ago and scientists are still
uncovering their fossils today. Let's meet a few!
Planets in the Solar System for Kids - side
store 2021-01-30
Blast off on an exploration of our solar system―a
fun space book for kids 3 to 5 Get even the
smallest astronomer excited for the big universe

of space, from the bright and burning sun to our
own blue Earth to ice-capped Pluto and every
planet in between. With this book, kids will
explore the entire solar system through
incredible photos and fascinating facts on what
makes each planet so special―like their size,
distance from the sun, what the surface is like,
how many moons they have, and more! This
planets for kids book includes: Big, beautiful
images―Vibrant photos will take kids deep into
space and onto each planet―no telescope
required. Astronomy for kids―Learn all about
the eight planets in our solar system. these
Structure and Surface , Time on these planets
Neighbors and much more . Fun space
facts―Did you know the bubbles in soda are the
same gas that's on Venus? Out of this world facts
will keep kids glued to the page and excited to
explore the sky. Show kids the amazing universe
that surrounds them with this fun and engaging
astronomy book.
The Sun - Grace Hansen 2017-09-01
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This title will cover how and when the Sun
formed, what it is, its size, and why it is so
important to our solar system and life on Earth.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo
is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
Sun: Shining Star of the Solar System - Laura
Perdew 2021-03-15
What's the sun good for, anyway? Find out as the
Universe explains just what makes the sun so
important to planet Earth in Sun: Shining Star of
the Solar System. In this nonfiction picture book,
children ages 5 to 8 learn how the sun creates
the days, seasons, and years we experience on
Earth and even affects our weather and water.
Funny aliens provide a running commentary on
the Universe's clear explanations of complex
science topics and a hands-on activity makes for
an extra layer of learning.
Exploring the Solar System - Mary Kay Carson
2008-02-01
In this stellar activity book, kids delve into the

rich history of space exploration, where
telescopes, satellites, probes, landers, and
human missions lead to amazing discoveries.
Updated to include the recent discovery of Eris
which, along with Pluto, has been newly
classified as a &“dwarf planet&” by the
International Astronomical Union, this cosmic
adventure challenges kids to explore the planets
and other celestial bodies for themselves
through activities such as building a model of a
comet using soil, molasses, dry ice, and window
cleaner; or creating their own reentry vehicle to
safely return an egg to Earth's surface. With
biographies of more than 20 space pioneers,
specific mission details, a 20-page field guide to
the solar system, and plenty of suggestions for
further research, this is the ultimate guidebook
to exploring the solar system.
8 Little Planets - Chris Ferrie 2018-10
An exciting introduction to the solar system from
Chris Ferrie, #1 science book writer for
children, and creator of the Baby University
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series 8 little planets with the Sun at the
center.each one wishing it were a little bit
better...Old slow Neptune felt it was behind.165
years to circle the sun is an awful long time!the
8th little planet did not worry.It spins on its axis
in a really big hurryTo the tune of "Ten Little
Monkeys Jumping on the Bed" comes a new
bedtime story from bestselling author Chris
Ferrie that's sure to get little ones excited about
the solar system while learning new facts about
each planet!
Solar Systems - Nadia Higgins 2014-08-01
In Solar Systems: Planets, Stars, and Orbits,
students will explore all the parts that make up a
solar system and be able to make observations
about stars, planets, and orbital paths. Filled
with fun facts, young learners will love exploring
the scientific information and drawing
conclusions about life now and in the future. The
Inside Outer Space series takes readers on an
intergalactic journey that unravels the mysteries
of the universe. Each 24-page book informs

readers in grades K–3 on the Sun, Earth,
planets, and stars, while also igniting
imaginations about the unknown. Stunning
photographs and diagrams engage readers,
while text-based questions aid in reading
comprehension
Planets Around the Sun - Seymour Simon
2012-10-01
In typical Seymour Simon fashion, this SeeMore
Reader employs clear, evocative language and
stunning visuals to create a compelling,
introductory overview of our solar system for the
very youngest of readers. Newly Updated 2012.
The Sun Is Kind of a Big Deal - Nick Seluk
2018-10-09
A hilarious nonfiction picture book from the New
York Times bestselling author and creator of
Awkward Yeti. Oh hey, guess what? The Sun
never stops working to keep things on Earth
running smoothly. (That's why it's been
Employee of the Month for 4.5 billion years.) So
why does the Sun get to be the center of
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attention? Because it's our solar system's very
own star! This funny and factual picture book
from Awkward Yeti creator Nick Seluk explains
every part of the Sun's big job: keeping our solar
system together, giving Earth day and night,
keeping us warm, and more. In fact, the Sun
does so much for us that we wouldn't be alive
without it. That's kind of a big deal. Each spread
features bite-sized text and comic-style art with
sidebars sprinkled throughout.
Anthropomorphized planets (and Pluto) chime in
with commentary as readers learn about the
Sun. For instance, Mars found someone's rover.
Earth wants the Sun to do more stuff for it. And
Jupiter just wants the Sun's autograph. Funny,

smart, and accessible, The Sun Is Kind of a Big
Deal is a must-have!
Little Astronomer - Julia Stilchen 2015-05-01
Kids can discover the vast wonders of space by
exploring the eight primary planets, comets,
asteroids, moons, and dwarf planets. Each page
illustrates a fun character that children will sure
to enjoy as they learn the names and fun facts
about each planet within the solar system.
Kid Astronomer - Applesauce Press 2022-09-20
"From black holes and dark matter to the Sun
and the planets we can see from our backyards,
this comprehensive guide introduces young
readers to the wonders of space"--Back cover.
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